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ABSTRACT

Scientific workflows are gaining popularity, and repositories
of workflows are starting to emerge. In this paper we de-
scribe TopicsExplorer, a data exploration approach for my-

Experiment.org, a collaborative platform for the exchange
of scientific workflows and experimental plans. Our ap-
proach uses a variant of topic modeling with tags as features,
and generates a browsable view of the repository. Top-

icsExplorer has been fully integrated into the open-source
platform of myExperiment.org, and is available to users at
www.myexperiment.org/topics. We also present our re-
cently developed personalization component that customizes
topics based on user feedback. Finally, we discuss our on-
going performance optimization efforts that make comput-
ing and managing personalized topic views of the myExper-

iment.org repository feasible.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Workflows have been gaining popularity in life sciences,

where users deal with large amounts of data and perform
sophisticated in silico experiments. A scientific workflow is
an encoding of a sequence of steps that progressively trans-
form one or several data products. Workflows help automate
repetitive tasks and make experiments reproducible.

On-line workflow repositories are emerging in support of
sharing and reuse. The largest public repository is myEx-

.

periment.org [3], with close to 2500 workflows and thousands
of registered users at the time of this writing. Workflows in
the repository implement various types of functionality, with
most focusing on bioinformatics. Users of myExperiment.org

post workflows to the site and often search for existing work-
flows, with the goal of re-using them, or of using them as
examples to help develop new workflows. To help users find
workflows of interest myExperiment.org supports tagging —
a workflow may be tagged by its author or by other users.
These tags are used for keyword search and for browsing,
through a tag cloud (i.e., one tag at a time).

In a recent paper [7] we considered several data explo-
ration approaches for workflow repositories. Here, we follow
up on [7] and present TopicsExplorer, a data exploration sys-
tem that is fully integrated into the open-source framework
of myExperiment.org. TopicsExplorer uses tags annotating
workflows to derive browsable workflow categories. Figure 1
presents a screenshot of the TopicsExplorer interface, avail-
able to users at www.myexperiment.org/topics.

Topics derived by TopicsExplorer are combinations of sev-
eral tags that together represent a conceptual unit of func-
tionality — a goal that the author had in mind when build-
ing the workflow, e.g., sequence alignment, visualization of
an isosurface, etc. Topics form the semantic structure of
a workflow collection, with each workflow belonging to one
or several topics. If the set of topics in the collection were
known, together with a workflow-to-topic assignment, then
the collection could be organized around the topics for brows-
ing. However, this semantic structure is typically hidden
and must be learned. TopicsExplorer uses Latent Dirich-
let Allocation (LDA), a popular topic mining technique. In
Section 2 we describe LDA and explain how it is used for
mining topics in myExperiment.org.

Having implemented TopicsExplorer, we asked 10 active
users of myExperiment.org to evaluate the derived topics.
We asked users to rate the topics on a scale of 0 through 3,
with 0 assigned to a topic that is outside of user’s area of
expertise (and so the user’s judgment on such a topic was
excluded from our analysis), 1 assigned to a topic that is
incoherent (tags do not fit together), 2 assigned to a some-
what coherent topic (a mix of 2 or more natural topics),
and 3 assigned to a coherent topic. Preliminary user feed-
back was encouraging. We found that users assigned a score
of 2 or 3 to a significant portion of the topics, meaning that
these were useful for data exploration. Interestingly, users
often assigned a higher score to topics corresponding to their
research interests. This motivated us to develop a person-



Figure 1: Screenshot of the Topics Explorer UI.

alized data exploration solution that incorporates user feed-
back and tailors topics to interests of a particular user or a
group of users. We describe our personalization approach in
Section 3. Our personalization framework has been imple-
mented; it is currently in prototype stage and has not yet
been made part of the live myExperiment.org site.

Personalization introduces interesting efficiency challenges.
First, storing as many sets of topics as there are users may
result in unreasonable space overhead. We observe that
some of the topics generated for users, even if users differ
on part of their feedback, may be the same or very simi-
lar. We thus implement a post-processing step that analyzes
pair-wise similarity between topics and only stores one copy
if two or more topics are similar. This step is fully imple-
mented in our system and discussed in Section 4. Second,
generating a different set of topics for each user who gives
feedback may become prohibitively expensive, even if done
off-line. We observe that users may be grouped together
based on similar feedback during pre-processing. The sys-
tem would then generate a single set of topics for a group of
users. Developing inter-user similarity metrics that success-
fully manage space overhead while faithfully accounting for
feedback is part of our ongoing work.

We stress that the focus of our work is not on comparing
the performance of various topic mining or clustering algo-
rithms in workflow repositories. Rather, we aim to build a
practical data exploration tool for myExperiment.org that
lends itself well to personalization. The fact that Topic-

sExplorer has been incorporated into myExperiment.org is
testament to the appropriateness of LDA for this task.

2. GENERATING TOPICS
Topic models are probabilistic models for uncovering the

semantic structure of a dataset based on hierarchical Bayesian
analysis. We use a particular kind of a topic model, called la-
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Figure 2: Plate representation of the LDA model.

tent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2]. We now briefly describe
LDA, and refer the reader to [2] for details.

LDA is a generative model that explains sets of obser-
vations by unobserved (latent) random variables. In our
case, observations are the presence or absence of a partic-
ular tag in the description of a workflow. LDA assumes
that the number of topics in a collection is given, and that
topics are drawn independently from a multinomial distribu-
tion with a Dirichlet prior. Figure 2 represents LDA using
plate notation, with N tags and M topics. The outer plate
represents workflows, while the inner plate represents the
repeated choice of topics and tags within a workflow. α

is the parameter of the uniform Dirichlet prior on the per-
workflow topic distributions, while β is a vector, specifying
parameters of the uniform Dirichlet priors on the per-topic
word distributions.

LDA assumes the following generative process for each
workflow. First, choose θ ∼ Dirichlet(α). Next, for each of
the N tags, choose a topic zn ∼ Multinomial(θ). Finally,
choose a tag wn from p(wn|zn, β), a multinomial probabil-
ity conditioned on the topic zn. Assignments of tags to
workflows are the only observable variables (w); all other
variables are latent and are estimated by LDA. Also given
is the number of topics M , and an initial setting for the pa-
rameter α. To determine appropriate values for M and α
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Figure 3: LDA hyperparameter tuning.

for myExperiment.org, we performed hyperparameter tun-
ing, maximizing the log-likelihood of the model. Figure 3
presents results of the tuning, with 5, 10, 20 and 50 topics,
and with α ranging from 0.1 to 50. We found that α = 2 and
M = 20 give the best model, and we use these parameter
values in our implementation.

As is typically done in topic modeling literature, top-
ics are described by their most probable features. We de-
scribe each topic using 20 most probable tags shown as a tag
cloud, with font size of each tag representing its relative fre-
quency among the workflows that belong to the topic. Fig-
ure 1 shows three topics, with the corresponding tag clouds.
While a more sophisticated selection and presentation of fea-
tures is possible, e.g., one based on tf-idf weighting, we use
tag clouds here for consistency with the rest of the myEx-

periment.org site.
We chose LDA in our implementation for the following

reasons. In [7] we compared the performance of LDA to that
of frequent itemset mining and of distance-based cluster-
ing [6], and concluded that LDA gives superior results for the
myExperiment.org corpus. We also considered more sophis-
ticated methods, such as correlated topic mining (CTM),
but found that CTM does not derive categories of better
quality for our corpus compared to LDA, yet is more expen-
sive to compute. Importantly, several efficient open-source
implementations of LDA exist, making its use in a live sys-
tem practical. We opt for the MALLET [5] implementation,
which is robust and easy to extend. Another point in favor
of LDA is that, as we describe in Section 3, LDA, and its
MALLET implementation, lend themselves well to our novel
approach of incorporating user feedback.

3. REFINING TOPICS USING FEEDBACK
We have been collecting user feedback since TopicsEx-

plorer was incorporated into myExperiment.org. Users pro-
vide feedback by clicking on the thumbs-up / thumbs-down
buttons inside each topic description, see Figure 1. This
feedback can then be aggregated (using, e.g., majority vot-
ing) to improve topics for all users. Alternatively, the system
may consider feedback from one user at a time, generating
personalized topics. Both aggregated and per-user feedback
may be used for topic refinement, which we now describe.

Following a recent approach for incorporating domain
knowledge into LDA [1], we translate per-topic feedback into
pair-wise constraints over tags. Positive feedback is trans-
lated into must-link and negative — into cannot-link con-
straints. A must-link constraint between tags a and b means

that a and b should both have a high probability of belong-
ing to the same topic or a low probability (i.e., either both
of them are strongly associated with the topic or neither
one is). A cannot-link constraint states that a and b cannot
both have a high probability of belonging to the same topic.
Constraints are soft rather than hard, and so checking the
consistency of a set of constraints is not required.

While our modeling of constrains is similar to that of [1],
our way of enforcing them differs. In [1], the uniform Dirich-
let prior on the probability of a tag given a topic was replaced
with a forest of Dirichlet priors. This makes the computa-
tion of LDA significantly more demanding, and no standard
implementation of this approach exists. An LDA model is
learned using Gibbs sampling. Our procedure enforces con-
straints by combining Gibbs sampling with deterministic an-

nealing. We use insights from [4], where annealing was used
in conjunction with Gibbs sampling, although not in the
context of enforcing constraints. Our approach is described
in some detail in the rest of this section.

We start with the set of LDA topics T1 . . . TM , and collect
user feedback on these topics. Feedback on topic T , denoted
feedback(T ), has values +1 for positive, −1 for negative,
and 0 for no feedback. If feedback(T ) 6= 0, we define a
constraint for all pairs of tags a, b ∈ ImportantTags(T ),
where ImportantTags(T ) is the set of tags corresponding to
80% of the topic’s probability mass; the constraint is denoted
(a, b)T . Pair-wise constraints may be positive or negative.
Strength of a constraint models the importance of the pair
of tags a and b to topic T . Strength is not given by the user;
rather, it is derived from LDA output, and represents the
joint probability of tags a and b in T , i.e., the probability
that a and b will co-occur in a document generated by T .
Constraint strength models the reasonable assumption that
a user’s judgment about the quality of the topic is based on
the high-probability keywords within that topic.

Importantly, while a positive (resp. negative) judgment
about the relationship of a and b was made by a user w.r.t.
a particular topic T , we must assume, by definition of must-
link and cannot-link constraints above, that this judgment
is universal, i.e., that a and b must (resp. cannot) both have
a high probability in any topic. Because multiple conflict-
ing, or mutually reinforcing, constraints may exist on a pair
of tags a and b, and because ultimately constraints are ap-
plied over all topics, we aggregate constraints for distinct
pairs of tags, over all topics. We refer to aggregated positive
constraints as C+, and to negative as C−.

Our goal is to combine user feedback with the probabilis-
tic model learned by LDA. As we noted above, LDA uses
Gibbs sampling to estimate the probability distribution over
all tags for each topic. At each round of sampling, and for a
given tag a, the sampler draws a topic Ti based on its current
estimate of frequency scores: score(a, T1), . . . score(a, TM ).
Our idea is to adjust the value for each score(a, Ti) by com-
bining current frequency scores with applicable constraints.
We do this in scope of a deterministic annealing framework,
where the magnitude of adjustment (either positive or neg-
ative) increases with increasing round number r. At each
annealing round r : 0 . . . R, we execute multiple rounds of
Gibbs sampling (similar to what is done in traditional LDA);
at each round of sampling tags are considered in some fixed
order. Given a tag a and a topic Ti : T1 . . . TM , denote
by scorer(a, Ti) the frequency score of Ti for a, at anneal-
ing round r. Suppose that tags b and c are currently as-
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Figure 4: System architecture of TopicsExplorer.

signed to topic Ti, and that there exist constraints C1 : (a, b),
C2 : (a, c) and C3 : (b, c), with the corresponding strength
scores. Of these, C1 and C2 are applicable, because they
involve a and one of the other tags already assigned to Ti.
From these, we select one constraint to apply, randomly and
according to its strength. Suppose that constraint Cj was
chosen. We compute the frequency score of topic Ti at an-
nealing round r + 1 as:

scorer+1(a, Ti) =

{

scorer(a, Ti)
γ if Cj ∈ C+

scorer(a, Ti)
1

γ if Cj ∈ C−

Here, γ is a parameter for which an appropriate value is
determined experimentally. We use γ = 2 in our imple-
mentation. Developing principled evaluation metrics for a
personalized solution such as ours, which would allow for
automatic tuning of γ, is part of our on-going work.

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 4 presents the system architecture of TopicsEx-

plorer. Data is stored in a mySQL database, and is accessed
by the user interface, implemented in Ruby on Rails. The
Learning Module computes topics based on workflow tagging
information and, in the feedback-aware version of our sys-
tem, on user feedback. Topics Analyzer compares multiple
topic models computed by the Learning Module, deriving a
compact representation for a collection of models.

Users access topics through the Topics tab, where they see
20 topics, each described by a tag cloud (see Figure 1). The
user may access the workflows that belong to a particular
topic by clicking on the Explore link. Workflows will be
displayed in order of probability of belonging to a topic,
and may belong to multiple topics. Users are encouraged to
submit feedback on the quality of the topics, by clicking on a
thumbs up / thumbs down icon inside each topic description.
Feedback is then used to refine topics (see Section 3).

Topics are computed by the Learning Module, which is ex-
ecuted nightly, and re-computes topics for the entire work-
flow repository, incorporating newly-added workflows and
tags. The version of TopicsExplorer that is running on
myExperiment.org computes a single global model based on
LDA (Section 2). Our feedback-aware prototype also com-
putes multiple personalized models on demand (Section 3).

Following the execution of the Learning Module, Topics
Analyzer is invoked; this module reduces the space overhead
of maintaining multiple alternative topic models. Topics An-
alyzer starts by comparing the global model derived in the
current run to that derived in the previous run, topic by
topic. If a pair of redundant topics is detected, i.e., if a

topic in the current model is the same or very similar to a
topic from last night’s run, only a single copy of the topic
is kept. Next, Topics Analyzer compares each personalized
model to the current global model, topic by topic, and simi-
larly removes redundant topics. Maintaining a single copy of
redundant topics is extremely important in a system such as
ours, where potentially many alternative personalized mod-
els must be maintained, and these must be updated daily to
account for new workflows and new user feedback.

In the current version of Topics Explorer, we consider top-
ics T1 and T2 to be redundant if the same tags make up 80%
of the topics’ probability mass. An alternative is to com-
pare the probability distributions over the tags that T1 and
T2 define, using, e.g., KL-divergence.

The Learning Module computes a single topic model in
under a minute on the complete myExperiment.org dataset,
and so is feasible to execute as part of an off-line nightly pro-
cess. Augmenting TopicsExplorer with personalization, and
making this functionality part of the live myExperiment.org

site, requires additional optimizations. As discussed in the
Introduction, we are currently working on grouping together
users who agree on their feedback. This will allow up to com-
pute a single personalized set of topics per group, rather
than per user, resulting in manageable computation time
and space overhead. An alternative that we are also con-
sidering is computing personalized topics on the fly, e.g., by
combining several existing global topic models.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed a data exploration approach

for repositories of scientific workflows that is based on topic
mining, and showed how topics may be personalized based
on user feedback. We presented TopicsExplorer, an imple-
mentation of our proposed approach for myExperiment.org,
the largest public workflow repository. Our system draws
on, and non-trivially extends, techniques that were recently
proposed in the machine learning literature. In particular,
our proposed method for topic personalization is novel. Our
techniques are useful beyond scientific workflow repositories,
and we are currently working on identifying other datasets,
and on evaluating wider applicability.
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